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n Gold held steady early today in Asian session, after dipping 0.3 percent in the
prior session, as the dollar slipped and investors awaited cues on monetary
stimulus from a European Central Bank policy meeting due later in the day.

n Spot gold was little changed at $1,346.40 an ounce. U.S. gold futures were
steady at $1,350.60. The euro zone economy is widely expected to need more
stimulus from the European Central Bank, but it may not come at the bank's
policy meeting today.

n The case for a U.S. interest rate increase will be strong when Federal Reserve
policymakers meet later this month, Richmond Fed President Jeffrey Lacker
said on Wednesday.

.

n The U.S. labor market could already be at full strength, Kansas City Federal
Reserve President Esther George said on Wednesday. Raising U.S. interest
rates makes sense now that the economy is at full employment and "within
sight" of the central bank's 2-percent inflation goal, San Francisco Fed President
John Williams said on Tuesday.

.

n The U.S. economy expanded at a modest pace in July and August, the Federal
Reserve said on Wednesday, but there was little sign that wage pressures are
being felt beyond highly skilled jobs.

n The dollar index, which measures the greenback against a basket of currencies,
was down about 0.1 percent at 94.887. Turning fortunes for gold pushed
withdrawals from U.S.-based commodity funds to their highest levels since
April, Investment Company Institute data for the latest week showed on
Wednesday.

n Holdings of SPDR Gold Trust, the world's largest gold-backed exchange-traded
fund, fell 0.03 percent to 951.81 tonnes on Wednesday. China's gold reserves
rose to 58.95 million troy ounces at the end of August.

Gold prices eased slightly on Wednesday, as hawkish

Fed speak buoyed the greenback, generating

headwinds for the yellow metal.  Solid Chain store

sales also helped the dollar gain ground.  Prices are

testing resistance levels seen during the middle of

August at 1,356, and a break would lead to the Aug

1 highs at 1,366.  Support is seen near the 10-day

moving average at 1,325.  Momentum has turned

positive as the MACD (moving average convergence

divergence) index recently generated a buy signal.

This occurs as the spread (the 12-day moving average

minus the 26-day moving average) crosses above the

9-day moving average of the spread. Hawkish

Richmond Fed's Lacker argues for a September hike

for which the "case is strong," he said in House

testimony. He noted that the Fed needs to make up

ground on interest rates. This weighed on gold prices.
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n Gold prices reversed gains yesterday, weighed

upon by a rising dollar

n Gold for December delivery closed down 0.4%

at $1,349.20 a troy ounce on the Comex division

of the NYMEX

n TheDollar Index, which measures the dollar

against a basket of other currencies, was recently

up 0.1% at 85.87

n A run of soft data has dented expectations for a

rate increase this month

n Negative interest rate make a dollar less appealing

to yield-seeking investors
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n Oil prices rose more than 1.5 percent today after U.S. industry data showed
a large drawdown in crude stocks, reflecting the temporary impact of an Atlantic
storm.

n U.S crude stocks fell 12.1 million barrels last week, data from the American
Petroleum Institute showed after the market settled on Wednesday, compared
with expectations for an increase of 200,000 barrels.

n U.S. light crude was up 90 cents at $46.40 a barrel, having ended the previous
session up 67 cents. U.S. crude stocks have been at record highs in the last
two years, thanks partly to a shale boom that has boosted output.But Tropical
Storm Hermine, which threatened the Gulf Coast refining region last week
before moving to the U.S. East Coast, led to the loss of U.S. oil production.

n The U.S. government said on Aug. 29 that 11.5 percent of Gulf of Mexico output
was shut in as a precautionary measure. The big picture is bearish. The API
stats are only a road bump on the way down.

n Oil was also buoyed by robust trade data from China, which showed its crude
imports in August surged by nearly a quarter from a year ago to the second-
highest amount ever, driven by independent refiners as they rushed to cash
in on low oil prices before import quotas expire in December.

n Oil hit a one-week high on Monday after Russia and Saudi Arabia agreed to
cooperate on stabilizing the oil market. Prices have since fallen due to uncertainty
over a possible deal by producer nations to freeze output, particularly after a
meeting in Doha in Apri l  ended without such an agreement.

n The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and non-OPEC producers
such as Russia are expected to discuss the issue at informal talks in Algeria
from Sept. 26-28. Many analysts expect oil prices to decline ahead of the OPEC
meeting as markets are well supplied.

Crude oil prices moved higher in yesterday�s trading

session ahead of the American Petroleum Institute�s

estimate of petroleum inventories.  The rally came on

the back of comments from Iran's oil minister, who

said the country was prepared to work with Saudi

Arabia and Russia to stabilize oil prices. The words

were enough to squeeze out some weak shorts, but

few expect any output accord at the informal OPEC

meeting to be held in Algiers later this month. Prices

ran into resistance near the 10-day moving average

at 45.60.  Support is seen near the September lows

near 43.  Momentum is turning neutral with the MACD

printing in the red with a flattening trajectory which

points to consolidation.  The is confirmed by the RSI

(relative strength index) which is printing a reading at

50, which is in the middle of the neutral range and

reflects consolidation.

n Oil futures rose, extending their recent gains

following a report of steep draw in U.S. crude

inventories

n Crude futures for delivery in October traded up

1.6% at $46.24 a barrel

n Chinese government data showed the country�s

oil imports rose to their highest level of the year

last month

n China, the world�s No. 2 oil user imported 32.85

million tons of oil in August

n The course of U.S oil inventories is expected to

come into focus later this week
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n After sustained dollar weakness pushed silver prices back above $20.00 per
ounce, sellers pushed prices back below this level with the dollar gaining some
respite after a strong job-openings reading.

n Silver continued to take advantage of dollar vulnerability during the late US
session yesterday with a break above the important $20.00 resistance area
triggering stop-loss buying and a peak just above $20.20.

n Prices drifted lower in the European session yesterday with a fresh test of
$20.00 as the dollar attempted to stabilise. The latest US JOLTS job-openings
data was stronger than expected with an increase in July to 5.87mn from an
upwardly revised 5.64mn in July, originally reported at 5.62mn, and the total
was well above the consensus forecast of 5.63mn.

n The latest data was the strongest in the current economic cycle and compared
with a figure of just below 2.50mn seen in 2010. The data overall should bolster
confidence in the employment market and strengthen the case for Fed tightening.

n The dollar was able to find support at lower levels following the data with
EUR/USD trading just below the 1.1250 level with the trade-weighted index
edging higher by around 0.20%.

n US bond yields were only marginally higher, which lessened the potential
impact on precious metals prices, although gold did find resistance just above
the $1,350 level with some retracement in US trading.

n Richmond Fed President Lacker stated that the case for a September rate hike
was strong, while Kansas City Fed President George stated that the US is at
or near full employment, both of these members being hawks on the FOMC.

n The dollar edged slightly stronger, which pulled silver back below $20.00 late
in the European session, with a dip to around $19.75. The ECB policy meeting
will be watched very closely with potentially contradictory forces on silver prices.

Silver markets initially tried to rally during the course

of the day on Wednesday, but turned right back around

as the $20 level has offered a significant amount of

resistance. Quite frankly, this is a market that has been

overbought for a moment now, so a pullback will more

than likely represent value and therefore I feel that we

may have to wait for supportive candles in order to

build up enough momentum to finally break above the

$20 level. I have no interest in selling, and believe that

eventually silver will break out. Silver prices are sitting

in the middle of a range which was in place for most

of July and a large part of August. As long as support

levels can hold, it would be reasonable to conclude a

move to the mid to upper-20s, which made up that

range, could take shape in the foreseeable future.The

most significant support level to watch in the short-run

is 19.20.

n Spot silver added 0.5 percent today in Asian

trading session

n Weaker U.S. economic data damp prospects for

an interest rate increase this month by the Federal

Reserve

n Investor�s attention is now on the ECB, which will

review policy today

n Odds for tightening in September dropped to 22

percent as of yesterday, from 34 percent at the

start of the month

n Weekly jobless claims in the U.S are scheduled

for release later in the day
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